
COVERING CON.FIDENTIAL 

PS/Chancellor of the Exchequer 

ZIMBABWE 

1. I understand that the Chancellor of the Exchequer is 

appearing on the BBC television programme 'Question Time' 

this evening and has asked for briefing on Mr Nkomo and on 
Her Majesty's Governmen.t 's general line on Zimbabwe at 

present. The line to take on Mr Nkomo will be supplied by 
the Home Office. I attach a line to talte on Zimbabwe and 

a background note on Mr Nkomo. 
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CONFIDENTIAL 

ZIMBABWE: LlNE TO TAKE 

WHAT IS lIER MAJESTY 1 S GOVERNMENT DOING ABOUT EVENTS THERE? 

1. We understand the difficulties faced by the Zimbabwe Government 

as a result o:f violence py dissidents in Matabeleland, but we are 

concerned about reports of civ:i.lians being killed and injured and 

have expressed the hope to the Zimbabwean authorities that a 

political solution can be found and that the process of national 

reconciliation can continue. 

ARE WE GOING TO MEDIATE IN ZIMBABWE? 

2. A hypothetical question. Neither side has asked us to. 

THE WHITE COMMUNITY? 

3. Our information is that the wh·ite community in Matabeleland 

is being treated correctly by the Zimbabwe armed forces. 

HAS A BREACH OF THE LANCASTER HOUSE AGREEMENT OCCURRED? 

4. Implementation of the Agreement is the sole responsibility of 

the Zimbabwe Government, It is not for us to comment on the 

eonstitutionality of events in Zimbabwe . If any breaches of the 

constitution occur, judicial redress is available. to individuals 
Hs ~ '5l- ~ t.c . a\<jti\o-.to"' es S)- I~ ~..._c . ~ 

through the Zimbabwe courts.2 W"e-ha.¥.e-a geaot'-al moxal Ieopoas.ih.ility 
~we -tc:Mu..cx~oJ.·1~ 1-~~ ii.. 2.i...C."~ 
?Cga:td±ng tao AgP~t,l!.nd tbis is reflected in our contacts with 

the Zimbabwe authorities, ~ y"'el1ree.s.s.e~ 

BRITISH MILITARY TRAINING IN ZIMBABWE 

5. The training is aimed at the formation of an effective and 

responsible Zimbabwe national army. This is in the interests of 

all sectors of the population. 

AIR FORCE 

6. We are considering with the Zimbabwe author ities how we can help 

them overcome the effects of the sabotage attacks which destroyed 

several of their aircraft last July. 
I 7. 
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TORTURE OF AIR FORCE OF ZIMBABWE OFFICERS 

7. The Zimbabwe Government has given us repeated assurances that 

the detainees will be brought to trial soon and that the 

allegations of · torture will be investigated. They are now being 

treated correctly. 

KIDNAPPED BRITISH TOURISTS BEING HELP HOSTAGE BY DISSIDENTS 

8. No news. Search continues. 

MR 8.MITH•s PASSPORT [He has applied for and will be given one.] 

9. Mr Smith is entitled to a British passport. 

Central African Department 

Foreign and Commonwealth Office 

17 March 1983 
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CONFIDENTIAL 

BACKGROUND NOTE: MR NKOMO 

1. Mr Nkomo arrived in London on Sunday morning accompanied by 

two aides. He had given us only an indirect and general 

indication of his intentions·· beforehand. At the airport he 

was treated as a private citizen and was met only by immigration 
and special branch. Contrary to press reports he had a valid 

Zimbabwe passport and applied to stay for three weeks. He was 
given temporary admission for one week and is now to be allowed 

to stay until 12 April. There was no question of asylum. In 
response to a request from the immigration officer for an 

undertaking, Nkomo said that he did not intend to engage in 
politics. He went to a hotel. Press reports say that he has 

now moved to another one. 

2. Mr Nkomo gave a press conference at the airport in fairly 
unprovocative terms. He said that · he wanted to return to 

Zimbabwe as soon as it was safe to do so and hoped for a meeting 

in London with representatives of the Zimbabwe Government. He 

refused to comment on his plans while here. The Zimbabwean 
Minister of Information who was passing through London also gave 

a press conference in which he said that negotiations about 

Mr Nkomo•s future could only take place in Harare. 

Central African Department 

Foreign and Commonwealth Office 

17 March 1983 
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CHANCELLOR'S BUDGET BRO.AJ)CAST 

Transcript from BBC 1. 9.25 pm; ·26 March 1980 

CHANCELLOR: As you've lm:~d, it hasn't been an easy Budget. But 
'~ p 

then we~ not going through an easy time. ~rices are going up too 

fast, too many people are out of a job, interest raxes are much too 

high. In ot~ words the economy is still in pretty poor shape and 

it's going to take a long time to get things right. 

It's less than a year since we won the e~tion and it takes much 

longer than that., much, much longer, to. change the whole course of 

a modern industrial economy. But there's quite a lot of evidence t:1 ~t 

when we've done it things could look a whole lot better than they'v' 

been for many, many, years. The real trouble with Britain is that 

things have been going the 'W:I'Ong way for a long time. It's true th: 

for most of the last 30 years our standard of living has been goinB 

up, but more and more slowly. In other countries it's forging ahea 

Look for a moment at how our standard of living compares with our 

neighbours. Ve've been falling steadily behind for a generation. 

Unless we really do get a bold of things, and soon, we shall go on 

falling further and further behind. There are other ways of remind :g 

ourselves what's going 'W:I'Ong. Look, for instance, at mortgage rate 

over the last 20 years; a steady rise through the 60's and worse 

still in the 70's: or unemployment, again you see the same pattern 

but even more pronounced. And that•s not just a line on a chart, 

it's people without jobs. When things have been going wrong for as 

long as that you can't expect to put them right with a few quick 
.~ 

financial conjuring tricks. It 111 talce more than one Budget.P.~ e'·' 
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( · than two or three, be cause it's bound to take time. Ti.me and patiei e, 
\ , 

and the right st~ategy. 

So what is the plan? Enemy number one is inflation, inflation wre< s · l' 

everything, it pushes interest rates sky high, everyone with a mortf .ge ·I 

knows what that means, it destroys the value of savings, and as oft< 

it destroys the chances of a job as well. Row can an employer be 

sure of a future if he has to pay 20% interest on every penny that 1 

invests? And inflation plays havoc with pay as well as with prices , 

It 1 s no wonder the number of strikes has gone up. But in the end 

strikes benefit nobody , except our competitors. We can't strike 

ourselves out of trouble . So inflation is the first big problemo 

It has taken years to get as bad as it is so it needs a long term 

solution, and a determined one. We have to set a course and stick 

to it. 

So that's why in my Budget today I set out a clear strategy for 

beating inflation over a period of years. Let me tell you what 

that strategy involves. First, the Government must stop printing 

too much money, the money that fuels the inflation, or as the 

economists put it (all of them incidentally, even Karl Marx), we'v: 

got to reduce the growth of the money supply. And that means -= · 

Government must cut its own spending, and cut borrowing too. Over 

too many years Governments have been borrowing too much money. 

So what 1 s the result? This :;ear we 're paying nearly as much in 

interest on what Governments have borrowed as we spend on the whole 

of the Health Service. So we must borrow less, much less. And tha 

means spending less. 

I la>ow people don't want me to try to balance the books b~ puttinG 

up taxes. Last year I made big cuts in income tax, and just as 
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soon as I can I'm going to do more. Because lower income tax mea. , 

more incentive, and more incentive means a better chance of prospe ·.t :y. l 

But we've got to tackle spending first. So today we pub.isbed our \ 

plans for public spending over the next four years. And for tbe f ) s t 1 

) time since anyone can remember Government spending will acty~~l:y 
~ 

come down throughout t he next four ~ears, and come down quite a lot 
-2~_:_::__:._.:_:._::......:..__:..~-------........;-. ·----- -

You can see here the public spending plans w.e took over from the 

- _ Labour Government las t May. Up and up. And you can see from thi : 

lower line just how well we've done in cutting back those plans 
~ 

for higher spend.ing. What ~ would have meant in terms of infla-
I 

tion and taxes and debts tlwa:t doesn t bear thinking about. 

So we're going to save a lot of money and that means we've got to 

take some very hard decisions. But the easy thing for politicians 

is to go on spending other people's money. These savings will, of 

course, take time to t ake effect. Again, you see, it's a mat"ter of 

time. I don't pret end it's going to be anything but tough in the 

short run. It'll probably be at least a couple of years before tbinf 

start coming right. But after tba; we really could be on the way up, 

and not jus t on another bubble of inflation but well set for steady 

improvement. 

If you have to cut spen2ng then you have to bave the right priorities 
I 

So we've s~c:rted by trying to save as much as we can by cutting the \ 

cost of administ ration rather than by cutting services. ~d we've 
e.,..i,· 

made a start on that. L We've not yet done as well as we should like ) 

so we'll keep at it. We're doing our best to look after the services 

that only Government can provi de. We're spending more for inst ance 

~n the war against crime, and on defence, because economies there are 

fal s e economies. And w~ottwe've had to make cuts we've tried to 
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( ·make the ones that'll hurt least. Take education as an example; 
\~ ~ 

the number of children in school is falling quite sharplJ so we we:: 

able to make some s0nsible savings there. We're fully protecting 

pensioners against rising prices. They pay tax of course on tbei1 

pensions, unemployment and sickness benefit a.re untaxed4 So wetre 

not putting .up those benefits by quite as much as pensions. But 

we•re sticking exactly to Labour's plans for overall spending on tb 
l. 

Health Service. .And tbe rise in child benefit, that will cost over ! . 

£400 million a year, that'll be a real help. Some of the measure~ 

I've announced will be unpopular in certain quarters, cuttingdown c 

benefits to strikers for example. Most unions give strike p~ alre ·:ly, ; 

but not all. Their members expect to be able to count on the rest 

of us for support when the~'re on strike. f And most people don t 

think that • s fair. Of com se I'd like to have been able to make 

bigger. cuts in income tax. That's still too much of a d;~ag on 

enterprise, on hard work and skill, and I do mean to do more on 

that ~ront just as soon as I can. But thisyear most taxes are more 

or less marking time~ Some extra taxes on all the usuals I'm afrai 

As long as inflation goes on I'll have to do that otherwise they'd 

go on melting away in value. And some relief from income tax that 

protects people on lower incomes from the effects of inflation on 

pay_ increases they get. 

But I have been able to announce a whole raft of positive measures 

wbich 111 help get business moving, particularly small businesses. -. r•m giving new incentives to people who can enrich the community 

in other ways. And all these changes should help to check the risf 

in unemployment.. I've cut the tax on small businesses, given them 

special tax relief for the construction of new factory units, by 
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( setting up new enterprise ~ones to bring life back to some of tbe 

run down parts of our towns and cities .. And we're making other 

cb·a.;nges, connected to help people own shares in the compn:y the:y 

work for. Changes to help charities and the voluntary organisation; 

And a reduction in stamp duty to make things a bit easier for home 

buyers. 

As I said, of course this isn't a particularly easy Budget, but 

th~ we don't live in easy times. Inflation is a world wide probl~ 

Even in America interest rates are just as high as they are here. 

The history of Britain in the las last twenty years or so, as you s ·.,1 

it on those charts, is the history of short term solutions that 

ended up by making tbings~rse. And that's why we've got to have 

long term strategy, even if it does mean difficult decisions in the 
~ -
short term and that's what this Budget's all about. It's a long r ~ 

Budget to beat inflation, to encourage enterprise, and to get us be k 

wbre we belone;. 
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Before I decided what I wanted to say to you tonight I 

looked through ~hat I'd said in previous budget broadcasts. 

In each of them I stressed just how difficult it would 

be to turn round what's been going wrong in Britain fo r 

so_.long. And in each I said that if we kept to our 

strategy and held to the course we had chosen we would 

see result s . 

I don't apologise if its the same message that I have 

today. Except now the results of our keeping our nerve 

and your keeping our patience are showing through more 

cle arly.And the aim of/budget today i s to continue that 

process. 

Take the result on inflation. For years prices had· 

been rising faster under government after government. 

Each rece ssion , each round of rising unemployment, was 

met with a new burst of government spending, borrowing 

and printing. And inflation • . , And that created havoc 

with our ability to compete in the world. We lost our 

customers. We lost our jobs. But now we're winning 

the battle to keep down price rises. [Chart]. 

Inflation is down to 5%. It's l ower than for 13 ye ars. 

It 1 s more than halved over the last year. In fact, it's 

fallen faster than in any other industrialised country. 

[Chart]. And we'll be the first British government in 

25 years to pass on a lower average r ate of inflation 

than we inherited. 

But not just lower inflation; lower interest rates too . 

We knew on taking office that Britain couldn't go on 

living on borrowed time and borrowed money. That's why 

·-

I've kept on holding down what govermnent borrows. [Chart]? 

By doing that, I' ve allowed the cost of what businesses 

and families borrow, to fall. As a result, it's costing 
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the average first time buyer [ ] less a month 

to buy a home. And $:t 1 s costing companies less to invest 

and create tomorrow's jobs. 

And then there's productivity. For years in Britain 

our people were producing less P,er man and woman than 

were our competitors [Chart~. In fact, our performance 
JOke . 

had become an international/ Now, all that has changed. 

Our productivity has been growing faster than theirs [ Chart]. 

Not only have we been putting right what had gone wrong 

in Britain over the years. We're actually showing the 

way for other count ries. Britain's no longer the legendary 

sick man of the European economy. We're leading 

Europe out of recession. 

Of cour se, unemployment is desperately high. If we 

could quickly and easily create more jobs for our peop l e 

we certainly would. So would Germany - where unemployment 

is rising faster than here. So would all of the other 

countries who are fac~ng the same problems that we are. 

But there just isn't a quick, painless option available. 

Instead, together, as a nation, we're going about the 

search for more jobs in the only way we can if they're 

to last. We're beating the competition to win back markets. 

And that's the only way to win back real jobs. [Chart]? 

The Opposition Parties want to throw. all of that away. 

They want to spend, borrow and devalue your money 

in order to create more jobs. In fact, all that would 

do would be to create more inflation. And I don't think 

that many people will be fooled. We all remember what 

happened last time. The last Labour government managed 

to double unemployment. But they managed too tq push 

inflation up to five times the level it is now. 

2 





Instead, we've chosen a different path. We 've stuck to 

the principles we set out on taking office. In my first 

budget broadcast I said that we wanted to 11 strengthen 
it 

the incentives that make/worth working. Enlarge free dom 

of individual choice. Reduce the cost of government so 

that industry and jobs can grow a nd flour ish . And break 

the habit 0£ borrowing or printing money to pay ourselves 

more than we are earning. 11 It's those same objectives 

which today 's budget is designed to carry forward. 

We're determined to go on holding down spending and borrowing 

and to control in:flation. So anyone who thought that 

was going to be a give away budget , designed to win your 

votes with your money for our interests has been proved 

very wrong. 

But because I took some tough decisions in previous budgets , 

this time I've had room for sensible tax reductions 

to help companies and people alike. [measures: what they 

mean to people . Bring together previous NIS cuts: what 

that means for companies.] 

[After detailing ef£ect on unemployment and poverty traps ••• ] 

but let me also deal with one misunderstanding •. There ' s 
l.S 

a cruel lie being put about that the Government/seeking 

to cut pensions and take back money which pensioners 

have received. [give figures].Andlet'snot forget 

that falling inf'lation has helped thousand s of elderly 

people living on fixed income s who in the past saw 

their savings drained away. 

We're still living in a tough, difficult and uncertain 

world. And it 1 s . f'ar too tough to ease up in the battle 

to make Britain able to win her way through. And 

we are winning through. We're in better shape than ever 

befoFe to take advantage of world recovery as it come s . 

Today's budget is designed to help with that. It won't 

3 





create growth and jobs galore. But it does take us one 

more step towards lasting recovery. And that's what 

we in Britain need. 

4 
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CAPTION 6 And if you look at the month-by-month trend, 

it's even more encouraging, especially when 

you look at the rising curve we inherited 

when we came in. 

But of course unemployment is still far too 

high. There are two main reasons. In the 

first place, the long-term cure for unemployment -

and the only real one - is for British industry 

to make goods at competitive prices, to win orders 

around the world, and then to take people on to 

fulfil the orders. That's how a real recovery 

has always worked. But it takes time - it's 

not a quick fix. The other reason is the world 

recession ~ as you've probably seen on the news, 

inflation is on the in9rease in most industrial 

CAPTION 7 nations. In fact if you look at our rate of 

increase alongside our competitors, you can see 

that their unemployment is now growing at a faster 

rate than ours. 

/Faced 
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CAPTION 8 

CAPTION 9 

CAPTION 10 

5 

Faced with all that, it's no good looking for a 

rapid recovery. But you can look. for the signs. 

Productivity is one of the key ones - output per 

man. That's what enables us to price our goods 

competitively. 

Ever since 1979 that's been increasingly fast. 

As you can see, our rate is more than double our 

competitors. 

Another important indicator is the share of the 

world 1 s goods that Britain is producing. 

That's been on a long downward slide - and a 

very steep one since 1975. 

Now, at last, it's on the way up again, which is 

highly significant. 

Even more significant, though, is exports. 

Ever since the early fifties Britain has been 

losing her share of the world's markets. That's 

/been 
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been the heart of the problem. Now we're 

starting to win them back, for the first time 

in a generation. 

\ 

That ' s one of 

. and important 

the best signs that something real 

has started to change in Britain. 

r So that's the background of this budget: four 

years of sticking to a consistent policy of 

self-restraint. Four years of resisting calls 

to go back to the old inflationary binge. 

Four years of slow but steady success in halting 

the downward slide and starting the long climb 

back. And the result is that Britain's long-term 

prospects now look brighter than they've looked 

for years. In fact we're already starting to see 

some of the rewards of our prudence and patience. 

That's why I've at last been able to start on what 

we 1 ve been aiming for ever since 

expansion and growth based on soi 

lean and healthy economy. 





7 

So the aim of this budget ••••••• (summary of 

principal measures grouped under 'consumer' 

'lower paid' 'industry' etc., with explanation 

of how each fits into the long-term recovery 

programme) . 

And that, broadly, is what today's :B.J.dget is 

about. It's not dramatic, and I'm not pretending 

it will bring unemployment tumbling down overnight: 

that's a problem the whole industrial world is 

going to have to cope with for quite a time to 

come. But when things do start to get moving 

aga in - and they will - then for the first time 

in 30 years Britain will be really well placed to 

ride the crest of the wave instead of being 

swamped by it. It would be nice to take the 

credit for this myself, but in truth the real 

achievement of this government has been to get out 

of the way and let everyqne get on with the 

business of putting this country back where it 

belongs. There's a new mood of realism and 

/detennination 
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determination throughout Britain, and it shows 

up in the low strike figures, the high export 

figures, the falling inflation figures, the 

rising productivity figures - almost everywhere 

you look. That's the result we've been aiming 

for consistently ever since we took over. 

slow, but it's steady, and it's the policy we're 

sticking to because we know it works. 
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MR HARRIS'S DRAFT 1 

Before I decided what I wanted to say to you 

tonight I looked through what I'd said in 

previous Budget broadcasts. In each of them 

I stressed just how difficult it would be to 

turn round what•s been going wrong in Britain 

for so long. And in each I said that if we kept 

to our strategy and held to the course we had 

chosen we would see results. 

I don't apologise if it~ the same message that I 

have today. Except now the results of our keeping 

our nerve and your keeping your patience are showing 

through more clearly. And the aim of my Budget 

today is to continue that process. 

Take the result on inflation. For years prices 

had been rising faster under government after 

government. Each recession, each. round of rising 

unemployment, was met with a new burst of government 

spending, borrowing and printing. And inflation. 

/And that 
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And that created havoc with our ability to compete 

in the world. We lost our customers. We lost 

our jobs. But now we're winning the battle to 

keep down price rises LChar~/. 

Inflation is down to 5 per cent. It's lower than 

for 13 years. It's more than halved over the 

f last year. In fact, it's fallen faster than in 

I 
j 

any other industrialised country. LChar.t,./. 

And we'll be the first British government in 

25 years to pass on a lower average rate of 

inflation than we inherited. 

\ But not just lower inflation; lower interest rates 
I 
I 
too. We knew on taking office that Britain 

couldn't go on living on borrowed time and borrowed 

money. That's why I've kept on holding down what 

government borrows. LChar~/? By doing that, I've 

allowed the cost of what businesses and families 

borrow to fall. As a result, it's costing the 

average first time buyer ,- _i less a month to 

/buy 
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buy a home. And it's costing companies less to 

invest and create tomorrow's jobs. 

And then there's productivity. For years in 

Britain our people were producing less per man 

and woman than were our competitors LCharEf • 

In fact, our performance had become an international 

joke. Now, all that has changed. Our productivity 

has been growing faster than theirs LChar£/. 

Not only have we been putting right what had gone 

wrong in Britain over the years. We're actu~lly 

showing the way for other countries. Britain's 

no longer the legendary sick man of the European 

economy. We're leading Europe out of recession. 

Of course, unemployment is desperately high. If we 

could quickly and easily create more jobs for our 

people we certainly would. So would Germany -

where unemployment is rising faster than here. 

So would all of the other countries who are facing 

the same problems that we are. But there just 

isn't a quick, painless option available. 

/Instead, 
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Instead, together, as a nation, we're going 

about the search for more jobs in the only way 

we can if they're to last. We~re beating the 

competition to win back markets. And that's the 

only way to win back real jobs. LChar~7? 

The Opposition Parties want to throw all of that 

away. They want to spend, borrow and devalue 

your money in order to create more jobs. I.n 

fact, all that would do would be to create more 

inflation. And I don•t think that many people 

will be fooled. We all remember what happened 

last time. The last Labour government managed to 

double unemployment. But they managed too to push 

inflation up to five times the level it is now. 

) Instead, we've chosen a different path. ·We 1 ve 

stuck to the principles we set out on -r::> 1-~ 

In my first budget broa1· 

to "strengthen the incen 
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working. Enlarge freedom of individual choice. 

Reduce the cost of government so that industry 

and jobs can grow and flourish. And break the 

habit of borrowing or printing money to pay 

ourselves more than we are earning. 11 It's 

those same objectives which today's audget is 

designed to carry forward. 

We're determined to go on holding down spending 

and borrowing and to control inflation. So 

anyone who thought that was going to be a give 

away Budget, designed to win your votes with 

your money for our interests has been proved very 

wrong. 

But because I took some tough decisions in previous 

Budgets, this time I've had room for sensible tax 

reductions to help companies and people alike. 

Lmeasures: what they mean 

together previous NIS cuts 

companies.:.7 
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LAf ter detailing effect on unemployment and 

poverty traps ··~7 but let me also deal with one 

, misunderstanding. There's a cruel lie being put 

about that the Government is seeking to cut 

pensions and take back money which pensioners 

!have received. L9ive figure~/ And let's not 

forget that falling inflation has helped thousands 

of elderly people living on fixed incomes who in 

the past saw their savings drained away. 

We're still living in a tough, difficult and 

uncertain world. And it's far too . tough to ease 

up in the battle to make Britain able to win her 

way thro.ugh. And we ~. winning through. We're 

in better shape than ever before to take advantage 

of world recovery as it comes. Today's Sudget 

is designed to help with that. It won't create 

growth and jobs galore. But it does take us one 

more step towards lasting recovery. And that's 

what we in Britain need. 





I 

nL (f N II fl \)' I 1 (I o::buC. 7 ':',"'\..) 

xmxrl:lxm±mce.a~Ji1Xtimmi~~e:;m:tm A ~ 4- V4 ~ ~ 
~ose !r~~h<!> 've been watching eJ"1, t~~ comment and .J 

~ ~ ~ :tc.w~,~ 
d~s~usSion about my Budget end--W'fi?a~aans 1 or. &ac~QJ;. 1.J.&-' 

oo~erncret11-ma-y-b~~ be feeling gor ged on figures .a.rui 

~rea.!:et.a.an&. ~ ~ · ,.. 
I'~~ ~ 

So wh~ I-w~o Q0-is-~0-.try and put i t l in perspective. 

Budget Day's a great traditional occasion. For weeks th& 
A/'1wt. ~ ~~ ~ 

Q.;GmmEm&a4><.~Fe-speemat'e" ~what the Chancellor is going to do. 

Then, the weekend before, you see hi m having a pint at the local 

or walking his dog : and finally waving that ba&; erfed old brief

case containing all the Budget secrets for the benefit of the 

cameras on his ;_.;ay to I'arliament. ;#~ ~/ 

That ' s as it should be: for '9'bi-s~ the one da3r in the 

yea:r when we look at the nation's accounts as a whole, ~d. '?:"e e 
where we 'r~~;· f7 G; 

But the-t,P.anger_ :i!<s tha~ people come to look for dramatic 

new departures : :;;;f gimmicks that attract the headlines. 

Well we've had a f ew of those in days gone by: and they 've 

usually ended up ~~OU&~Y ~ 

A~d so Since ~tcher asked me to be her Chancellor nearly 
' four years ago I ve tried to map out a long- term course for 

Britain. And broadly speaking we '• ve stuck to that. So all that 

I announced this afternoon was designed to build on the f oundat

ions laid in previous years . 

liol:--examvl-e.-Be-ccrcrse :thm1ru:::Iime:"-t·1e lve-macl.-e~.ea.Gw.ay 

-----------
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I attach the latest version of the Budget broadcast. 

The Chancellor would be grateful for ·any comments, except on 

the charts which by now are effectively fixed, as soon as 

possible on Monday morning, and in any case not later than ,,..., lOarn. 
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~QD§ET BROADCAST 
p -- ....... c> c;::: c 

~~, 
~basic problem about a Budget broadcast. 

The problem is that successful about 

coming up with something new, and different, and unexpected 

all the time. 

L~~~. /~j 
~ _/ But successful management of a nation's economy all 

about steadiness, and consistency, and sticking to the 

same plan. 

,_~ 

So, there aren' t {any surprises in my Budget today. 

It follows just the same lines as my four previous ones. ,. 
/ 

With just one difference, perhaps. It 1 s becoming clearer 

and clearer every year that those lines are the right ones. 

Of course it 1 s a slow business. f-wa.s-bGUR~:]-
We've all known, for years now, that things have been going 

wrong in Britain for a long time. 

A good many of you will remember the days when we scarcely 

thought of buying anything that wasn't made by British 

workers in British factories. But gradually that changed 

/motor bikes 



.., ' 



I 
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motor bikes from Japan , ~ar,e from Gea:;ma~y , shoes from 
~~ ..:v- ' • 5 t " 

J;.t-M;r. 
p~ 

If we're honest with ourselves, wetve known for a good 

time now that we faced a long haul back to real prosperity. 

What's more, ~ae-las-1?-:&ew-ye-ars 
. 

has run into difficulties as well. ~VJ. s~a~ countries, 

like Germany ~the United States, § employme3 has been 

going up even faster than here . .,k, rt's a world-wide problem. 

That's another reason why I was right to tell you, three 

years ago, that it'll "take more than one.Budget, more even 

than two or three" to get things' right: "because these 

things take time. 11 

~ 

Of course, some people still argue that~ernment could 

take the old short cut, and create lots of 'new jobs - just 

by lashing out more Government spending - by. borrowing more. 

t\-o ~
But they really should know by now that that's L~~e-f.Gr 

.a,..i,,sa~r-~ 

It doesn't work, because it doesn't last: in a year or so 

inflation is galloping ahead; the Government has to slam on 

/the brakes; 
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the brakes; and unemployment shoots up even higher than 

it was before. 

~.{·"'- ~:,... ~~I ~ ~J 
f+.,v.. The figures prove it beyond doubt. 

CAPTION A 

Unemployment 

CAPTION B 

Inflation 

The average level of Government spending has gone up 

under every previous Government since the VJir, as lfiver.!_7 

Governmentf tried to spend ~way out of rising unemployment. 

And did it work? For a few months, yes. But in the 

long run it made things much worse. 

You only have to look at the figures to see what was really 

happening. Under every Government since the war the 

average level of unemployment has been higher than the one 

before. A-4 Vt ' vt ~ ~ ~ ~ "- ~ ~ 

~. 

~ I ( '·' ,.o,..,!Juj 

~d the link between Government spendingJ.:..nd unemployment is 

inflati9n. In the short run perhaps, it can create a few 

jobs. But in the long run it ends up destroying many more:J 

And you can see that inflati~~ gone up step by 

under every Government. Government spending J'nd 

-r~ ~J 
inflation, unemployment. ~R~~~""f"~ go together. 

step 

borrowing/ , 

/That's why we 





CAPTION C 

Inflation 
again 

4 

~hat's why we knew we had to control Government spending, 

~~g~ b~irationJ- qt ~"~p 
~"' inherited plans for a huge increase in spending over 

the years ahead, So we had to~hem drastically 

ta~a sometimes, in the short term, painfully] 

""fA..,(_ 

But all the time we've done all we can to look after~ple 
who can't look after themselves. 

Even after allowing for rising prices, we~ve been able to 

spend more, not less, than previous Governments on the 
t b { , 

.-.. { 1 ..i L s 

Health Service. 1 .H.al.f-a mi~~®R m0~e.-peop_-Le ~eee~~ 
~~ ~ . L.'.-IC\il 
~tmen din NcHS hospita l s ~s t; :yea~? than-i-n-1-9-Y~ . 

More, not less, on pensions. More, not less, on the 

unemployed and training young people - h.e1ping them to find 

,a job. 

But at the same time we have been getting the total of 

Government 
' °"tA I ,/ ~ 

spendingt under con rol. And the result is 

we're getting inflation under control as w~ll. 

This Government will 
~11,~ F~/ 

be the first ~~nee the !a~to achieve 

an average inflation rate lower than the one before. 





CAPTION D 

5 

And not just lower inflation, but lower interest rates 

as well. We knew when we cwme into office that Britain 

couldn't go on for ever living on borrowed time and 

borrowed money. 

As I've said, Government borrowing had been r~sing dangerously 
~~~v-1' 

for a long time. I've e~t-e~vm-Ve'l!l-y-Pi'Tnrly. 

That's brought down the cost of what businesses and 

families borrow quite dramatically. 

average couple, buying their first home,are paying ~~ _7 
As a result ~he ,.... ' 

~ l l.r o)l_ less a month than a year ago. And it' s cos ting companies 

hundreds of millions less to invest in tomorrow's jobs. 

But still unemployment is much too high. And there's 

only one long term way to deal with that. 

British industry has to make goods~t-p~~~that can 

compete, to win orders around tlie world and in Britain too. 

And then take people on to meet those orders. That's how 

a real recovery has always worked. Better productivity, 
~L ~c....w . ., 

lower f>~r'". ( And in time ,more jobs. 
~yt~/ 

For years in 

Britain we ~producing less per man and woman than 

almost any of our competitors. {i.n fact we were doing so 

badly it was almost an international joke ::J Now that's all 

changed. 

/From 1960 





CAPTION E 

As a result, we ' re beginning to 

win back a larger share of world trade. t- foi= the first 

That's something the British 

people have achieved - not this Government. People l ike 
~oJ,. >:>\"' 

those who work at Jaguar, for example, making hre~ times 

as many cars per man this year as they did two years ago -

and selling them. But we in the Government have been 

playing our part too. 

Resisting calls to go back to the old inflationary binge 

of more Government spending~ lg.{)'.-v'.J~-~~ ~J 

Cutting taxes when we can. And when we do, choosing the 

right priorities. 

/So I've 





So I've been cutting industry's costs, by cutting the 

tax on jobs that Labour introduced, and then increased. 

I've cut that ~-l:es'S uhan-t-ft~.ee-.Mroes-l:a -eh~l:ast-

.. ~· ... ~~~-1..o~ 
menths. And that will l!rei~r~fl1<3'-ha<ek-j,eb:&. 

~ . 
~ ~1.A-<..~~ tJt~ ~~ 

I've cu~xes a.qa~n today e~y to help new businessei;; , 

particularly sma~l businesses - whJ..~a.,_.a.s-l!hey-9w0w ean 

~ ,J. _ • . '\1-,,A '"". ~ ~ c&e~.oos-we-need . ·J-- <1 T .... 

~~~ 

~-' ,Z zpsap~ 
'XhJ..-.s-y.ea~;.;:::: ve introduced the Busines's Expansion Scheme -

with very generous tax reliefs for investment in ~ small 

and medium-sized firms - old as well as new. 

Special cash grants for investment in small engineering 

firms. I've given another real boost to the new technologies 

which will create tomorrow's jobs. 

~ 
Tax help ~ firms n~ give their workers a share of the 

profits. And cash grants for people out of work who want 

to start a new busines~ 

~.,_ I 1 ve found room too, to help those whom we all want 

to help. 

/pensions will 





I,, '.: t 

0 ,q_ ' ,~· 
,) f / (' 

t, ~· ,. 

pensions wi l£ go ~ again by the sa~m~unt 
have yr s en between ~st sununer and thi~/ 

We've been able to give real help to families as well, 

Because from next November 

8 

particularly the l~~; 

child benefit is goiu~ up .f!:. ... _i a week. It'll be worth 

more than ever before. 

People who are out of work will have the full value of 

thei;ibenefity restored. 

I've extended the special tax allowance for widows, which 

I introdu,ced 
~~ · 

help t<~0:ug~ 
~,._,.._ ~ 

two years ago , so as to give them real cas~ 

the year when their husband dies~._: -VLt 

I've introduced new measures to help the disabled. 

And I'm proposing further assistance for the charities 

which do so much to care for those in need. 

One other big thing: lower income tax. That's good for 

and good for business 

too. 

Over the last few years I've not been able to cut income 

tax as much as I should have liked. , Industry had to come 

/first. 
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first. But this year I've been able to cut it quite 

a bit. 

Not by cutting the rates,but by raising the point at which 

people start paying income tax. 

give most help to the low-paid. 

That's the best way to 

.,eM6re than a millio~ 
low-paid workers who are paying tax now won't pay income 

tax at all next year. 

We need to strengthen incentives in Britain at all levels. 

But particularly for those in the so-called poverty and 

unemployment traps who all too often find that it just 

doesn't pay to work. By raising the starting point of 

tax, I've been able to give them a new sense of hope. 

And I've started to put right a problem which has been 

growing in Britain for 30 years or more. 

/Every measure 
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I thought it might be useful to list the charts we a.re 
now preparing. 

They are:-

A. Unemployment 

B. Inflation (up till 79) 

C. As B. but with animated 79-83 
D. The Borrowing Burden 

E. Manufacturing Productivity 

F. Tax on Jobs 

Attached are very rough sketches. Final work on F can only be 
done on Tuesday afternoon. 

Martin Hall, Esq., 
Press Secretary, 
The Treasury, 
London S.W.l 

I 

~o;v1-r-
Margaret Douglas 

Producer 
Current Affairs Group, Television 
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Every measure in this Budget is designed to help the 

recovery which is now getting under way. And it is, 

you know. Slowly, but surely. 

There are more houses being built than a year ago; 

more goods being sold in the shops; more cars, more trucks 

being sold; and more of all these things being made in 

Britain. 

That means that as the world recovery gets going, Britain 

will be really well placed to ride the crest of the wave 

instead of being swamped by it, as we've always been before. 

Of course we won't see unemployment come tumbling down 

overnight. That's a problem the whole industrial world 

is going to have to cope with for quite a time to come. 

But there ~ .a new mood of realism and determination in 

the country. 

- almost everywhere you look. 

H'J ~ ~ ~~J-l?o ~ 
~ ~' 

That 1 s ~he-Fe'8u.,l..t we've been aiming f or "en.&i.s·'Eoeft.tJ..y ever 

since we took over. 
~ 

to because wel know .:ii.t. 

~t-t~~ 
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Draft of )0'13/1983 Budget Broadcast 

1 

There 1 s a b asic problem about a Budget broadcast. 

And I can't pretend I've solved it~Tbe problem 

is that successful broadcasting i s all about 

coming up with something newJ and different 1 and 

unexpected ~time'1tut successful management 

of a nation's economy is all about steadiness1 and 

consistencyJ and sticking t o the same plan~~ 

r ~ ...;..""""~ ~ 
~ . ~· m; get any S1;Jrprises lf"oday . ilmlay-43 lf 
~ JV!!_J__ 

B~Q,g.e~ follo~~~ the s ame lines as my 

four previous ones # Witb just one difference, 

'"" perhaps. It ' s becom$1" clearer and clearer every 

year that those lines are the right ones. 

Of course it's a s l ow busines s. It was bound 
'~Y.. .fw~ ~/: 

to be . Wt all know t\,~~we£ that things ba~.t. 

been going wrong in Britain for a long tim~ 
A~~ ~ 
~f you will remember the days when we scarcely 

thought of buying anyt hing t hat was' nt made by 

British workers in British factories. But gradually 

that changed - motor bikes from Japan, cars from 

Germany, shoes from Italy -#'J/A& b uri ng all those 

years our economy was getti ng weaker,,/SQ-we- kB&w 

we faced a long haul -at-48-why ~ t-&-ld you,--t-h~ee 

~:v.s-a~~l-t& ~<H:'e than one-Budget.I more 

~an "'two- o-r-tbre , b~cause thes e-t hings take ti1De 11
• 

/Since then the 





CAPTION A 
'llr:temployment 

~ w~ ..,...... ..:.. vk <-f<-'~ 
I - 2 

Sill-0ce-t~~ rest of tbe world bas run into 

difficulties as well. 

countriesJ like Germany 

United StatesJ bas beeD going up even faster than 

bere. It's a world-wide proble~ 

[That' srt\ e background against which a4' o~ problems.] 

we had to 
-~ 

Of course, some people still argue that 

could take~~t cut, and create lots of n~eJJ----....---~--~ 
jobs - just by lashing out more mone ~But they 

really should know by now that that ' t s a recipe 

for di sasterQ it does ' nt work, because it does ' nt ..__ 
last: in a year or so inflation is galloping ahead ; 

e>v~ to slam on the brakes ; and unemployment 

shoots up even higher tban it was before,/The 

figures prove it beyond doubt :f'" 

The average level of government spending bas gone 

up under every~~nment since the war , as ~ve11 
Government tried to spend its way out of rising 

unemployment. 

And did it work~For a few months , yes ., But in 

the long run it made things much worse~You only 

have to look at the figures to see what was really 
~~~ 

happening. Under every Governm~the average 

level of unemploymen~igher than the one before;::; 

/That's why it 





- ... 

~at ' s why it s tands at the appallingly bigb 

figure it has reached no~And the l ink 

between government spending and unemployment 

CAPTION B And you can see that inflation has gone up 

Inflation step by step under every Government. Government 

· ~pending J inflation, unemployment. '!'he three 

r~~; go togeth.er. . .. . ~ ; ~ 
L ~ ~~~'\Mt 

~~ __, 
That's why we knew we had to control Government~~J 

spendinijand beat inflation,~nberited ~ ~ 
for a huge increase in spending over the years 

abead.~We~tbem drastically - and sometime8; 

in the short term, painfully. 

B~t ~~ugh~~ ~ ~ 

~ W' c-y-.; 've done &- 'gri:; a.t-dealj to look after people who 

can't look after themselve~{iJe've been able 

~ - gov~rnm' )not 

less the Health Service..:A More, not less, on 
,,,,...______ the unemployed and 

pensions. More, not less, on;training young people--

~ime-s-m~n-t:~- helping them to find a 

job.~fBut at the same time we have been getting 

the total of Government spending under control. 

/ 
/And the result 



1 

J 



CAPTION C 
Infl~tion 

again 

CAPTION D 

And the result is 

This Government will be the first since the war to 

achieve an average inflation rate lower than the one 

before. And if you look at ~l}.~~ar by year ~r"" 

it's even more encouraging. ~~~J 

And not just lower inflation, but lower interest 

rates as well. We knew when we came into office 

that Britain could'Dt.'go on for ever 

borrowed time and borrowed money. Government 

borrowing had been rising dangerously for a long 

time. I've cut it down very firml.y#"P+-d.o~g "7 ~ 
'!;ha~, I '¥er brougbt down the cost of what businesses 

and families borrow Quite dramatically. As a 

~~ng-tl'l e-WT.&Page-fTrst=ttirre-bu~MJ [£ 

~·~~· less a month ~~me . And ~t's costing 

cOmpani~ess to invest 8illd-<>,..,~ tomorrow's 
L~it~~ 

But still UJ employment is much too high. 

result 

] 

jobs. 

'And tbere~ :ile only one long term way to deal with 
~ 

that .~G-tlla.tJ...9-:fu:F British industry "lfO' make goods 

at prices that can compete) to win orders around the 

world and in Britain too. And then "&e take people 

on to meet those orders. That's bow a real recovery 

has always worked. ~ Better productivity) lower 

prices. ADd in ~-0 more jobs. For years 

/in Britain 





CAPTION E 

in Britain we were producing less per man and 

woman than almost any of our competitors. 

In fact we were doing so badly it was almost 

an international joke. Now that's all changed. 

From 1960 to 1980 when our competitors' 

productivity grew by x%, ours only grew by 

y%. But since 198o% theirs has only riseD by 

5 

a% wbile ours has sbot up to b%. As a result, 

we're beginning to win back a larger share of 

world trade ,Q'or the first time in a generatioxi] 

r ----~ J That's t. the British people have achieved -

not this Government. People like those who work 

at Jaguar, for example, making &breaj times as 

-many cars per man tbis year as they did two l..f'\ 

years ago - and selling them. 

playing our part too. 

------:';!' ' ~ .... 
~~ 

But 

/ 
Resisting calls to go back to the/ old 

binge of mor; Government S'S-~g. 
/ / 

in7 ry 

/ 

Cutting taxes wben -;{ can. Arid when ~ do cut 

priori ti Is . t~s , choosing the right 

An~r~ity~mber one has b6en help for industry. 

Bec~ze help for indust~an help for jobs. 

(Every measure in 
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Resisting calls to go back to the old infla tionary 

binge of more government spending. 

Cutting t axes when we can. And when we do}~' 

. ___ Fil~ 1 
t--------- - - -----·-·----··-·--·----- ------ p. 

choosing the right priorities. 

So I've b ee n cutting indus try 's costs, by cutting the 

t a x on jobs that Labour introduced, and then increased . 
\MW_~ (.(II)~_.; 

I've cut that~l:hree times in the last 12 months. 

And that will help to bring back job s . 

~~ 

\ ·V\~~~~~~ ~__; 
A . help ~~? new businesses, 01spe C1>a '.l.~inesses -

which, as they grow, w~create the new jobs we ne e~ 
/' 

Th i s year, I've introduced the Business . Expansion 

Scheme - with very generous tax re liefs for investment 

in all small and medium-sized firm s - old as well as 

new~Special cash grants for investment in small 

engine.ering firms. I've giv~~t to the new 

technologies which will create tomorrow's job~ 

Tax help for firm s that give their workers a share 

of the profits. And cash grants 

out of work ~~antf to start a 

also encourage ct--4;he offshore _.,0"11 
;;..-" ,, .. 

exploring and deve lopipg the wealth of the North 

Se~ providing ~usand s of jp.{. for our people ~ 
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But I' ve found room too, to help those whom we all want 

to help# ensioners, for example. Since we were 

elected , prices have gone up by [ J% .Pensions have 

gone up by more that, by [ ]%. l}nd pensioners won't 

be losing · any of that incre ase~ ~ext November, 

pens ions will go up again by the same amount as prices 

have risen between last Summer 

able to give real help to Becattse 

next November child benefit is going up [£ J 

a week. It' 1.l be worth more than ever before .fieople 

who are out of work will hav e the full value of their 

benefits re stored~I've extended the special tax allowance 

for widows, which I introduced two year s ago, s o as 

to give them real cash he lp through the year when their 

husband diestf' r• ve introduce d new measures to help 

the disabled,~And I'm propo s ing further assistance 

for the charities which do so much to care for those 

i n need. 

~ · 
One other~ing; lower income . tax. That's good for 

peopl~nd good for business to. 

Over the l ast few years I've not been able to cut 

income tax as much as I s hould h ave liked. Industry 

h ad to come first . But this year .a.t-J:~ I t.ve be e n 

a ble to cut it quite a bit~ot by cutting the rates 

but by m:i.sing the point at which people start paying 

income tax . That's the best wa y to giv e most h e lp to the 

low paid. ~~ ~ ~ ~llf'stro.t 
-l.,..,.J ~ .,.,. ~ ~ N'- ~~ ... ~ .... ~ 

.._.,,.J ~i.-, ~ ....... ~ ,.,., wt ~~if' 
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We need to strengthen incentives in Britain at all levels. 

But particularly for those in the so-called poverty and 
~~~ , 

unemployment traps who~·ind that it just doe S.:n i t pay 

to work. By :raising the starting point of tax, I've 

been able to give them a new sense of hope. And I've 

started to put right a problem which has been growing 

in Britain for 30 years fll ~. 
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Every measure in this Budget is designed to help 

tbe recovery which is now getting under way. 

And it is, you know. Slowly, but surely.~ 
. "/' 

There are more houses being built than a year 

ago; more goods being sold in the shops; 

more cars, more trucks being sold; and more 

of all these things being made in Britai~ 

That means that ~ the world recovery iets 

going, Britain will be really well placed to 

ride the crest of the wave instead of being 

swamped by it, as we've always been ~before. 

Of course we won't see unemployment come tumbling 

down overnight. That's a problem the whole 

industrial world is going to have to cope 

with for quite a time to come / But ~~1 
tbere i'a new mood of realism and determination 

in the country~t shows up in the low strike 

figures, the ~export figures, the falling 

inflation figures, the rising productivity 

figures - almost everywhere you loo~~ 

That's the result we've been aiming for 

consistently ever since we took over. 

'EP•s lbw.., but--..i t 's -s~eadyJ n~i t' s the policy 

we're sticking to because we know it works. 





-~ ··"': :..- . 

· MR· 'JAY' S DRAFT l 

There's a basic problem about a budget broadcast, 

which I can't pretend I've solved. The problem 

is that successful broadcasting is all about 

coming up with something new and different and 

unexpected every time; but successful management 

of a nation's economy is all about steadiness and 

consistency and s ticking to the same plan. 

So I haveru~t got masses of new, exciting things 

to say. Today's budget i s following exactly 

the same lines as my four previous ones, and if 

there's a difference, it is that it's become 

clearer and clearer every year that those lines 

are the right ones. Of course it's a slow 

business putting right what's been going wrong 

for 35 years, but then I've said that for the -
past four years too. In my 1980 broadcast I said 

11 It'll take more than one Budget , more even that 

two or three, because these things take time. 11 

I've never pretended there was a quick solution. 

/You'll 
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You'll hear people say the government could lash 

out billions of pounds and create thousands of 

jobs. It's quite true. Governments have been 

doing it for 35 years. But we know now that it 
doesn't work, because it doesn't last: in a 

year or so inflation is galloping ahead, you have 

to slam on the brakes, and unemployment shoots up 

even higher than it was before. You've only got 

to look at the figures. 

The average level of government spending has gone 

up under every government since the war, as every 

government tried to spend its way out of rising 

unemployment. And those are real figures, 

corrected for inflation • 

And did it buy away unemployment? For a few 

months, yes. But again you only have to look 

at the figures to see what was really happening. 

Under every government the average cost of 

unemployment was higher than the one before. 

/That's 
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That's why it stands at the appallingly high 

figure it has reached now. 

And the link between the two is inflation, 

creating some jobs in the short term and destroying 

many more in the long term . 

CAPTION 3 ~Again, it's gone up step by step under every 

goverrunent. The three go together. 

That's why we knew we had to control government 

CAPTION 4 ¥1 
spending and beat inflation. We inherited plans 

for a huge increase in spending over the years 

ahead . We cut them drastically - and for many 

people, in the short term, painfully. You can 

see just how much lower they are now. 

And the result is that inflation is now under 

control. 

CAPTION 5 j This government is now certain to be the first 

since the war to achieve an average inflation 

rate lower than the one before. 

/And if 

l" . .. ... . .... , 
' : ;· · 
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And if you look at the month-by-month trend, 

it's even more encouraging, especially when 

you look at the rising curve we inherited 

when we came in. 

But of course unemployment is still far too 

high. There are two main reasons. In the 

first place, the long-term cure for unemployment -

and the only real one - is for British industry 

to make goods at competitive prices, to win orders 

around the world, and then to take people on to 

fulfil the orders. That's how a real recovery 

has always worked. But it takes time - it 1 s 

not a quick fix. The other reason is the world 

recession ~ as you 1 ve probably seen on the news, 

l}..nflatio~is on the increase in most industrial 

nations. In fact if you look at our rate of 

increase alongside our competitors, you can see 

that their unemployment is now growing at a faster 

rate than ours. 

/Faced 
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Faced with all that, it's no good looking for a 

rapid recovery. But you can look for the signs. 

Productivity is one of the key ones - output per 

man. That's what enables us to price our goods 

competitively. 

CAPTION 8 Ever since 1979 that's been increasing\~ fast. 

As you can see, our rate is more than double our 

competitors. 

Another important indicator is the share of the 
··-

world's goods that Britain is producing. 

CAPTION 9 That's been on a long downward s.lide - and a 
•· ·"f· 

very steep one since 1975. 

Now, at last, it's on the way up again, which is 

highly significant. 

Even more significant, though, is exports. 

CAPTION 10 Ever since the early fifties Britain has been 

losing her share of the worldls markets. That's 

/been 
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been the heart of the problem. Now we're 

starting to win them back, for the first time 

in a generation. 

That's one of the best signs that something real 

and important has started to change in Britain. 

So that's the background of this budget: four 

years of sticking to a consistent policy of 

self-restraint. Four years of resisting calls 

to go back to the old inflationary binge. 

Four years of slow but steady success in halting 

.. .,: the downward slide and starting the long climb 

back. And the result is that Britain's long-term 
. ~ 

'·'" prospects now look brighter than they've looked 

for years. In fact we're already starting to see 

some of the rewards of our prudence and patience. 

That's why I've at last been able to start on what 

we've been aiming for ever since we took over: 

expansion and growth based on sound money and a 

lean and healthy economy. 

/So the 
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So the aim of this budget • • • • • •• (summary of 

principal measures grouped under 'consumer' 

'lower paid' 'industry' etc., with explanation 

of how each fits into the long-term recovery 

progranune) • 

And that, broadly, is what today's )Budget is 

about. It's not dramatic, and I'm not pretending 

it will bring unemployment tumbling down overnight: 

that's a problem the whole industrial world is 

going to have to cope with for quite a time to 

come. But when things do start to get moving 

.. ·'· 
again - and they will - then for the first time 

in 30 years Britain will be really well placed to -ride the crest of the wave instead of being 

swamped by it. It would be nice to take the 

credit for this myself, but in truth the real 

achievement of this government . has been to get out 

of the way and let everyone get on with the 

business of putting this country back where it 

belongs. There's a new mood of realism and 

/detennination 
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determination throughout Britain, and it shows 

up in the low strike figures, the high export 

figures, the falling inflation figures, the 

rising productivity figures - almost everywhere 

you look. That's the result we've been aiming 

for consistently ever since we took over. It's 

slow, but it's steady, and it's the policy we're 

sticking to because we know it works. 





CHANCELLOR'S ·SECOND DRAFT Budget Broadcast 
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There's a basic problem about a Budget broadcast. 

And I can't pretend .I've solved it. The problem 

is that successful broadcasting is all about 

coming up with something new and different and 

unexpectedevery time; but successful management 

of a nation's economy is all about steadiness and 

consistency and sticking to the same plan. 

~o I haven 't got any surprises ~ s~.J Today 's 

Budget is following exactly the same lines as my 

four previous ones. With just one difference, 

perhaps. It's become clearer and clearer every 

year that those lines are the right ones. 

Of course it's a slow business . It was bound 

to be. When we started four years ago, we all 

·knew didn't we, tha t things had been going wrong 

in Brita in for a long time? Some of you will 

remember the days when we never thought of buying 

anything that wasn't made by British workers in 

British factories. But gradually that changed -

/motor bikes 

I • 
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motor bikes from Japan, cars from Germany, 

shoes from Italy. And during all those 

years our economy was getting weaker. 

So we knew we faced a long haul. That's 

why I told you, three years ago "It will take 

more than one Budget more even than two or 

three, because these things take time~'. 

Since then the rest of the world has run into 

difficulties as well. Unemployment in strong 

) 'Tl.;9 \1,J' f, 

i t'l/lv 

countries like Germany or th.e United States has 

been going up even faster than here. 

That's the background against which we had to 

tackle our own problems. 

And they really have been growing for a long 

time. I remember almost thirty years ago 

fighting my first election in my home town in 

South Wales. UnernplQyment was just a memory 

/of the past. 
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of the past. You could get a gallon of petrol 

for Lone and ninepenc~/,a pint of beer for 

Lone and sixpenc~/,a pound of butter for 

Lone and fourpence/ and a brand new Mini for 

LE40Q/. It was a different world, wasn't it? 

/'we all know what's happened since. Prices have 

been going up faster and faster every year. 

Yet somehow we didn't feel all that much better 

off. Unemployment began going up as well. 

And taxes too. All the time, Government was 

spending more, borrowing more. And all the time 

inflation was going up. We were becoming less 

and less able to compete with other countries, 

losing more and more customers, more and more jobs. 

And so getting more and more unemployment. 

And yet some people still argue that Government 

could stop all that, create lots of new jobs -

just by lashing out more money. But we all know 

now that doesn't work, because it doesn't last: 

in a year or so inflation is galloping ahead , 

/you have to 

{(. P1 
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you have to slam on the brakes, and unemployment 

shoots up even higher than it was before. 

You've only got to look at the figures. 

The average level of goverrunent spending has gone 

up under every Government since the war, as every 

Government tried to spend its way out of rising 

unemployment. And those are real figures, 

corrected for inflation. 

And did it buy away unemployment? For a few 
/ But again you only have to look months, yes. 

I 
CAPTION at the figures to see what was really happening. 

Under every Government the average level of 

unemployment was higher than the one before. 

That's why it stands at the appallingly high 

figure it has reached now. And the link 

between the two is inflation, creating some 

jobs in the short term and destroying many more 

in the long term. 

/ Again, 
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CAPTION .t / Again, it's gone up step by step under every 

~ 
Government. The three go together. 

That's why we knew we had to control Qovernment 

spending and beat inflation. We inherited plans 

for a huge increase in sp~nding over the years 

ahead. We cut them drastically - and sometimes 

in the short term, painfully. 

~ We've 
can't 

done our best to look after people who 

look after themselves. We've been able 

to spend more, not less, on the Health Service. 

More, not less, on pensions. More, not less, 

on training young people - helping them to find 

a job. But at the same time we have been 

getting the total of Government spending under 

control. 

And the result is that inflation is now under 

control. 

/This 

l 
: l 
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/ 
CAPTION ~~ This Government is now certain to be the first 

since the war to achieve an average inflation 

rate lower than the one before. And if you 

look at the month-by-month trend, it's even 

more encouraging, especially when you look at 

the rising curve we inherited when we came in. 

And not just lower inflation, but lower interest 

rates as well. We knew when we came into 

office that Britain couldn't go on for ever 

living on borrowed time and borrowed money. 

That' s why I've kept on holding down what 

Government borrows. · By doing that, I've brought 

down the cost of what businesses and families 

borrow. As a result it's costing the average 

first-time buyer LE _i less a month to buy a 

home. And it's costing companies less to invest 

and create tomorrow's jobs. 

But still unemployment is much too high. 

And there is only one long term way to deal 

/with that. 
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with that. And that's for British industry 

to make goods at prices that can compete to 

win orders around the world and in Britain 

too. And then to take people on to meet 

those orders ·tf That's how a real recovery has 

always worked. Better productivity, lower 

prices. And 

in Britain we 

in the end more jobs ·f For years 

were producing less per man and 

woman than almost any of our competitors •. 

In fact we were doing so badly it was almost an 

international joke. Now that's all changed. 

Ever since 1979 our productivity has been going 

up fast. And as you can see our rate is now 

much better than our competitors. So now at 

last we're beginning to win back a larger share 

of world trade - for the first time in a 

generation. # That's what the British people 

have achieved - not this Government. .. People 

like those who work at Jaguar, for example, 

making E,.hree) times as many cars this year as 

they did two years ago - and selling the~;t: 

But we've been playing our part too. 

/Resisting 
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Resisting calls to go back to the old 

inflationary binge of more µovernment spending. 

Cutting taxes when we can. And when we do 

cut taxes,choosing the right priorities. 

And prioi;'ity z:um ,~e ~lfeen help f or 

in~. B cause ~ for indu~ans 
' /ip for As. _/ 
So I've been cutting industry's costs, by ·. 

cutting the tax on jobs that Labour introduced, 

and then increased. I've cut that - three 

times in the last twelve months. And that 

will help to bring back jobs. 

And help too for new businesses, especially 

small businesses - which, as they grow, will 

create the new jobs we need. This year, I've 

introduced the Business Expansion Scheme - with 

/very generous 
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very generous tax relief s for investment 

in all small and medium-sized firms - old as 

well as new. Special cash grants for 

investment in small engineering firms. 

Extended cash help for the construction industry. 

Tax help for firms that give their workers a 

share of the prof its. And cash grants for 

anyone who's out of work and wants to start a 

new business. 

I've found,room too, to help those whom we all 

want to help. Pensioners, for example. Since 

we were elected, prices have gone up by 

L.- _i per cent. Pensions have gone up much 

more than that, by L.- _7 per cent. And 

pensioners won't be losing any of that increase. 

Next November,pensions will go up again by as 

much as prices have gone up this year. /4'e 've 

been able to give real help to families as well. 

Because from next November child benefit is going 

up to LE _7 a week. It'll be worth more than 

ever before. People who are out of work·will 

/ have 
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have the full value of their benefits restored. 

I've extended the special tax allowance for 

widows so as to give them real cash help through 

the year when their husband dies. 

One other thing: lower income tax. That's 

good for people and good for businesses too. 

Over the last few years I've not been able to 

cut income tax as much as I should have liked. 

Industry came first. But this year at last 

I've been able to cut it quite a bit. 

Not by cutting the rates but by raising the 

point at which people start paying income tax. 

That's the best way to give most help to the 

low paid. 

Every measure in this ~udget is designed to 

help the recovery which is now getting under way. 

/And i:t is, 
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And it is, you know. Slowly, but surely. 

There are more houses being built than a year 

ago; more goods being sold in the shops; 

more cars, more trucks being sold; and more 

of all these things being made in Britain. 

And at more competitive prices. So we're 

winning back markets abroad as well. And not 

just with traditional British goods, but with 

new, modern products from the industries of 

tomorrow. 

Of course we've still got a long way to go. 

That•s all the more reason for not turning back. 

This ~overnment is sticking to the policies 

with which we started. There are still people 

who think we'd get on more quickly by going 

back to the bad old ways. By spend~ng more, 

and borrowing more. But that's the way back 

to disaster. To inflation going up, not down. 

To higher interest rates, falling profits and 

disappearing jobs~ That's not the way that we 

intend to go and nor, I'm sure, do you. 



·.. 



-CHANCELLOR I s ·SECOND DRAFT Budget Broadcast 

l 

There's a basic problem about a Budget broadcast. 

And I can't pretend I've solved it. The problem 

is that successful broadcasting is all about 

coming up with something new and different and 

unexpected very time; but successful management 

of a nation's economy is all about steadiness and 

consistency and sticking to the same plan. 

So I haven't got any surprises to say. Today's 

Budget is following exactly the same lines as my 

four previous ones. With just one difference, 

perhaps. It's become clearer and clearer every 

year that those lines are the right ones. 

Of course it's a slow business. It was bound 

to be. When we started four years ago, we all 

-knew didn't we, that things had been going wrong 

in Britain for a long time? Some of you will 

remember the days when we never thought of buying 

anything that wasn't made by British workers in 

British factories. But gradually that changed -

/ motor bikes 
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motor bikes from Japan, cars from Germany, 

shoes from Italy. And during all tho$e 

years our economy was getting weaker. 

So we knew we faced a long haul. That's 

why I told you, three years ago "It will take 

more than one Eudget more even than two or 

three, because these things take time~. 

Since then the rest of the world has run into 

difficulties as well. Unemployment in strong 

countries like Germany or the United States has 

been going up even faster than here. 

That's the background against which we had to 

tackle our own problems. 

And they really have been growing for a· long 

time. I remember almost thirty years ago 

fighting my first election in my home town in 

South Wales. Unemployment was just a memory 

/of the past. 
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of the past. You could get a gallon of petrol 

for Lone and ninepenc~/,a pint of beer for 

Lone and sixpenc~7,a pound of butter for 

Lone and f ourpenc~7 and a brand new Mini for 

L£4og/. It was a different world, wasn't it? 

We all know what's happened since. Prices have 

been going up faster and faster every year. 

Yet somehow we didn't feel all that much better 

off. Unemployment began going up as well. 

And taxes too. All the time, Government was 

spending more, borrowing more. And all the time 

inflation was going up. We were becoming less 

and less able to compete with other countries, 

losing more and more customers, more and more jobs. 

And so getting more and more unemployment. 

And yet some people still argue that Government 

could stop all that, create lots of new jobs -

just by lashing out more money. But we all know 

now that doesn't work, because it doesn't last: 

in a year or so inflation is galloping ahead, 

/you have to 
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you have to slam on the brakes, and unemployment 

shoots up even higher than it was before. 

You've only got to look at the figures. 

CAPTION 1 The average level of goverrunent spending has gone 

up under every Government since the war, as every 

Government tried to spend its way out of rising 

unemployment. And those are real figures, 

corrected for inflation. 

And did it buy away unemployment? For a few 

months, yes. But again you only have to look 

CAPTION 2 at the figures to see what was really happening. 

Under every G·overnment the average level of 

unemployment was higher than the one before. 

That's why it stands at the appallingly high 

figure it has reached now. And the link 

between the two is inflation, creating some 

jobs in the short term and destroying many more 

in the long term. 

/ Again, 
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' !' 
CAPTION 3 Again, it's gone up step by step under every 

Government. The three go together. 

That's why we knew we had to control Qovernment 

spending and beat inflation. We inherited plans 

CAPTION 4 for a huge increase in sp~nding over the years 

ahead. We cut them drastically - and sometimes 

in the short term, painfully. 

We've done our best to look after people who 

can't look after themselves. We've been able 

to spend more, not less, on the Health Service. 

More, not less, on pensions. More, not less, 

on training young people - he lping them to find 

a job. But at the same time we have been 

getting the total of Government spending under 

control. 

And the result is that inflation is now under 

control. 

/This 
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This Government is now certain to be the first 

since the war to achieve an average inflation 

rate lower than the one before. And if you 

look at the month-by-month trend, it's even 

more encouraging, especially when you look at 

the rising curve we inherited when we came in. 

And not just lower inflation, but lower interest 

rates as well. We knew when we came into 

office that Britain couldn't go on for ever 

living on borrowed time and borrowed money. 

That's why I've kept on holding down what 

Government borrows. By doing that, I've brought 

down the cost of what businesses and families 

borrow. As a result it's costing the average 

first-time buyer LE _7 less a month to buy a 

home. And it's costing companies less to invest 

and create tomorrow's jobs. 

But still unemployment is much too high. 

And there is only one long terru way to deal 

/with that. 
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with that. And that's for British industry 

to make goods at prices that can compete to 

win orders around the world and in Britain 

too. And then to take people on to meet 

those orders. That's how a real recovery has 

always worked. Better productivity, lower 

prices. And in the end more jobs. For years 

in Britain we were producing less per man and 

woman than almost any of our competitors .. 

In fact we were doing so badly it was almost an 

international joke. Now that's all changed. 

Ever since 1979 our productivity has been going 

up fast. And as you can see our rate is now 

much better than our competitors. So now at 

last we're beginning to win back a larger share 

of world trade - for the first time in a 

generation. That's what the British people 

have achieved - not this Government. · People 

like those who work at Jaguar, for example, 

making three times as many cars this year as 

they did two years ago - and selling them. 

But we've been playing our part too. 

/Resisting 
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Resisting calls to go back to the old 

inflationary binge of more <:;overnment spending. 

Cutting taxes when we can. And when we do 

cut taxes,choosing the right priorities. 

And priority number one has been help for 

industry. Because help for industry means 

help for jobs. 

So I've been cutting industry's costs, by 

cutting the tax on jobs that Labour introduced, 

and then increased. I've cut that - three 

times in the last twelve months. And that 

will help to bring back jobs. 

And help too for new businesses, especially 

small businesses - which, as they grow, will 

create the new jobs we need. This year, I've 

introduced the Business Expansion Scheme - with 

/very generous 
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very generous ta.x relief s for investment 

in all small and rnediwn-sized firms - old as 

well as new. Special cash grants for 

investment in small engineering firms. 

Extended cash help for the construction industry. 

Tax help for f irrns that give their workers a 

share of the prof its. And cash grants for 

anyone who's out of work and wants to start a 

new business. 

I've found,roorn too, to help those whom we all 

want to help. Pensioners, for example. Since 

we were elected, prices have gone up by 

L- _i per cent. Pensions have gone up much 

more than that, by L- _7 per cent. And 

pensioners won't be losing any of that increase. 

Next Novernber,pensions will go up again by as 

much as prices have gone up this year. We've 

been able to give real help to families as well. 

Because from next November child benefit is going 

up to LE _7 a week. It'll be worth more than 

ever before. People who are out of work ·will 

/have 
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have the full value of their benefits restored. 

I've extended the special tax allowance for 

widows so as to give them real cash help through 

the year when their husband dies. 

One other thing: lower income tax. That's 

good for people and good for businesses too. 

Over the last few years I've not been able to 

cut income tax as much as I should have liked. 

Industry came first. But this year at last 

I've been able to cut it quite a bit. 

Not by cutting the rates but by r:aising the 

point at which people start paying income tax. 

That's the best way to give most help to the 

low paid. 

Every measure in this nudget is designed to 

help the recovery which is now getting under way. 

/And it is, 
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And it is, you know. Slowly, but surely. 
. 

There are more houses being built than a year 

ago; more goods being sold in the shops; 

more cars, more trucks being sold; and more 

of all these things being made in Britain. 

And at more competitive prices • . So we're 

winning back markets abroad as well. And not 

just with traditional British goods, but with 

new, modern products from the industries of 

tomorrow. 

Of course we've still got a long way to go. 

That's all the more reason for not turning back. 

This ~overnment is sticking to the policies 

with which we started. There are still people 

who think we'd get on more quickly by going 

back to the bad old ways. By spend~ng more, 

and borrowing more. But that's the way back 

to disaster. To inflation going up, not down. 

To higher interest rates, falling profits and 

disappearing jobs. That's not the way that we 

intend to go and nor, I'm sure, do you. 
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MESSAGE 

I presented :my !ifth Budget on 15 March. You will have seen 

some of the det~ils, but I wanted also to send you a brief 

message about JOY broad approach. 

In our international discussions we have all accepted the 

--in1p·ortance of a consistent and prudent economic strategy. 

In Washington last month we reaffirmed that succes~·- .in 

reducing and controlling inflation provides the basis for 

sustainable real growth of ..activity. That has been and ... ........ 
r~.mains an important part of the UK's domestic economic 

strategy. 

In the UK last year, inflation and the public sector deficit 

declined sharply. Money supply targets for the past year 

were kept to the range of 8-12 per cent growth and it now 

seems that all the mai~ aggregates have grown within that 

range. With inflation down to around 5 per cent, measured 

by the Retail Price Index, though probably a little higher 

than that in underlying terms, we have seen real domestic 

demand growing at some 2\~3 per cent per year, faster than 

in most other industrial countries. 

In JOY Budget this year, I have decided to keep to the 

medium~term path or gradually diminishing growth of money 

/supply and the 
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pl-.""t.t ~ciu,f.r· ....... \ ;._ 
supply and ib 0 7 ._ (!>uhlic borrowing which had previously 

.k+-n. 
been e1aRR 0 4IC The target ranges for monetary growth in 

1983-84 have therefore been confirmed as 7-11 per cent, once 

again applied to both .broad and narrow measures. I am planning 

for public sector borrowing 0£ E8 bi llion , or 2\ per cent of 

GDP next year. Public expenditure is being held within the 

levels set in earlier plans, in cash terms, and is declining 

as a proportion of GDP. 

A borrowing target of £8 billion for 1983~84 allows worthwhile 

ta:x reductions. In the autumn of last year I cut our National 

Insurance Surcharge, a pay-roll tax. I am making a further 

cut this year and introducing another range of measures to 

promote technology and innovation, to help small firms and 

new enterprises, and to encourage the construction industry. 

Indirect tax will be held broadly constant in real terms and 
. 

the VAT rate will be unchanged. I am proposing substantial 

additional relief to individuals in the form of higher 

personal tax allowances , and I am adding to the measures 

already in operation to assist t he unemployed. 

I believe that our progress in the United Kingdom over the 

past three years in establishing control over public sector 

finance s and reducing the rate of· inflation has created the 

conditions in which re1t0very is already beginning. We shall 

maintain firm fiscal and monetary policies, and so downward 

/pressure on 
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pressure on inflation, This should help to ensure that the 

recove+y now underway is sustained. 
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.. BIIDGET MESSAGE TO FINANCE MINISTERS 

The Chancellor was grateful for the draft message to his 

colleagues which you submitted yesterday. The attached text 

incorporates his amendments. He agrees with you that it 
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MESSAGE 

I presented lllY fifth Budget on 15 March. You will have seen 

some o.f the detB;ils,. but I wa.nted also to send you a brief 

message about my broad approach. 

In our ~nternational discussions we have all accepted the 

.i:·1uportance of a con~istent and prudent economic strategy, 

In Washington last month we reaffirmed that success·: in 

reducing and controlling inflation provides the basis for 

sustainable real growth of 4ctivity. That has been and 

remains an important part of the UK's domestic economic 

strategy. 

In the UK last ye~r, inflation and the public sector dericit 

declined sharply. Money supply targets for the past year 

were kept to the range 0£ 8-12 per cent growth and it now 

seems that all the main aggregates have grown within that 

range, With inflation down to around 5 per cent, measured 

by the Retail Price Index, though probably a little higher 

than that in underlying terms, we have seen real domestic 

demand growing at some 2~-3 per cent per year, faster than 

in most other industrial countries. 

In my Budget this year, I have de cided to keep to the 

medium-term path of gradually diminishing growth of money 

/supply and the 
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:rupply and ib 0 1 -(!?ublic .borrowing which had previously 

.s.-.+.n.. 
been f:l:a1u~ef3C The target ranges for monetary growth in 

1983-84 have therefore been con£irmed as 7-11 per cent, once 

again applied to .both .broad and narrow measures. I am planning 

for public sector borrowing of £8 billion, or 2% per cent of 

GDP next year. Public expenditure is being held within the 

l evels s et in earlier plans, in cash terms, and is declining 

as a proportion of GDP. 

A borrowing tar~et of £8 billion for 1983~84 allows worthwhile 

tax reductions. In the autumn ot last year I cut our National 

Insurance Surcharge, a pay-roll tcuc. I am making a further 

cut this year and introducing another range of measures to 

promote technology and innovation, to help small firms and 

new enterprises, and to encourage the construction industry. 

Indirect tax will be held broadly constant in real terms and 
. 

the VAT rate will be unchanged. I am proposing substantial 

additional relief to individuals in the form of higher 

personal tax allowances, and I am adding to the measures 

already in operation to assist the unemployed. 

I believe that our progress in the United Kingdom over the 

past three years in establishing control over public sector 

finances and reducing the rate of· inflation has created the 

conditions in which recovery is already beginning. We shall 

maintain firm fiscal a nd monetary policies, and so downward 

/pressure on 
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pressure on inflation, This should help to ensure that the 

recove+y now underway is sustained. 
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BUDGET SPEECH : UPRATING OF PENSIONS AND 
OTHER SOCIAL SECURITY BENEFITS 

I attach a copy of the Budget speech passage on pensions 
and other social security benefits on which the Chancellor 
and the Secretary of State for Social Services have now 
agreed. You will note that it is slightly different from 
the previous versions which you already have. 

cc - PS/Secretary of State for 
Social Services 

PS/Sir Robert Armstrong 

BUDGET SECRET 
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BUDGET SECRET 

SOCIAL SECURITY AND CHARITIES 

I now turn to social security. This is much the biggest 

single element in public expenditure - more than one quarter 

of the total. 

About half of social security expenditure is on benefits 

for pensioners. The costs are borne mainl.Y by contributors.; 

and we had in November to announce further increases in 

National Insurance contribution payments, which take effect 

from next month. 

The House will remember that, because prices have been 

falling faster than expected, last November's uprating of 

social security benefits, which was meant to be in .line with the 

rate of inflation, in fact exceeded it by 2.7 per cent. 

The forecast method of uprating, which gave rise to this 

situation, has never worked well. For a forecast made at 

Budget-time of what the rate of inflation will be at the time 

the uprating takes place in the following November is 

necessarily uncertain. Increases can therefore be larger 

or smaller than ir.-:::.ended. There have been years when prices: 

have been unde~est~-r,ated, as in 1981 - when a 2 per cent under

provision was made good the following year - and others, such 

/as 1980 
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as 1980 and 1982, when the error has gone the other way. 

In each case there has necessarily been a year's delay 

before the error of the previous year could be corrected. 

The system of trying to forecast inflation, introduced 

in 1976 is a fragile basis for calculations of such 

importance to millions of our fellow citizens. Given the 

experience of the past seven years, the Government believes 

that it would now be right to restore the more certain system 

that prevailed before 1976. This is the system by which 

benefit upratings are calculated .on what has actually happened 

to prices, rather than on what might happen in future - if 

we got our forecast right. 

From this November, therefore, we shall return to the 

historic, or actual, method. 

be introduced immediately. 

The necessary legislation will 

The uprating this November will be based on the rise in 

prices in the twelve months to May of this year. That 

figure will be announced by the Department of Employment in 

the usual way, and will be the basis for the uprat~ng statement 

as soon as possible after that. We have chosen the .May 

figure because it ~s the latest month we can use as the basis 

of the calculatio~ and still make sure that all recipients 

get their increase in November. 

/The 
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The uprating will be based on whatever the May figure 

turns out to be. At this stage, of course, I cannot say 

exactly what that figure will be. 

It seems likely, however, to be in the region of 4 per 

cent. Of course, in November, as I have already told the 

House, the annual rate of inflation may temporarily be running 

at about 6 per cent. But if we had retained the old system, 

and ·taken full account of last year's 2. 7 per cent overpayment, 

the increase in benefits would have. been significantly smaller. 

There will of course be no question of asking pensioners 

to return any of the pension money they have already received; 

no question of any so-called "clawback". Beneficiaries will 

retain the full benefit of the extra payment they are now 

receiving. And part of it is likely to continue into 1984. 

Linked public service pen~ions will be raised in November 

by the same percentage as benefits. For unemployment benefit, 

the increase will be in addition to the restoration of the 

5 per cent abatement which I have already mentioned. 

On the basis I have described, the position for pensioners 

over the life-tim~ ~f this Government is this. Between the 

November upratings ~f 1978 and 1983 prices are likely to have 

risen by some 70 per cent, and pensions by some 75 per cent. 

/Our pledge to 
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Our pledge to maintain the value of the pension over the 

life-time of this Parliament will thus have been more than 

fulfilled. 

There is of course one other social security benefit 

to which we attach no less significance. It plays a major 

part in easing the unemployment trap, and so in our strategy 

of improving incentives for everyone. It is important for 

' families, and particularly for the low-pai~. Indeed, it is 

the benefit which provides the greatest help to many of th.e 

poorest families in the country. I refer, of course, to 

child benefit. 

I am glad to be able to tell the House that from Novemb&. 

1983 t he rate of child benefit will be increased from £5.85 to 

£6. so. One-parent benefit will be correspondingly increas.ed 

to £4.05. On the basis of our inflation forecast, both 

benefits will then be worth more than ever before. I know 

that the House, and the country, will welcome this news very 

wannly. 

/This 
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FI~ANCIAL SECRETARY cc Chancellor of the 
Chi ef Secretary . 
Minist e r of State 
Ministe r of State 
Sir Dougl a s Wass 
Mr Ryrie 
Mr Middleton 
Mr Monck 
Mr Unwin 
Mrs Gilmore 
Mr Chambers 
Mr Godfrey 

Exctr'e g~er (;::- l~ l-z. .: 
(C) 
( L) , 

PROVISION OF DOCUMENTS OUTSIDE GOVERNMENT AND THE PRESS ON BUDGET DAY 

1. One issue identified by officia ls as requiring act i on for the 

1981 Budget is Tre asury practice in i s suing documents to outside 

organisations othe r than the press. This minute describes the 

position that has emerged over the years and seeks your endorsement 

of proposals that have been drawn up to save expenditure on the 

Treasury Vote from the 1981 Budget onwards. 

Present Position 

2. Pre s ent practice can be conside~ed in two parts. First there 

has been a long-standing arrangement to ~old in the Tre asury, for 

collection once the Budge t speech has been delivered, e nyelopes 

addre ssed to over 90 differe nt organisations and containing 

s ometime s several fre e copie s of the Budget documents - the FSBR, 

associated Command Papers (including for the first time l a st year 

the PEWP) the Spee ch and Pre ss Notice s . The organisations concerned 

are listed at Anne x A. A major reason for this pra ctice has been 

the difficulty of di s tributing the docume nts through the u s ual 

channels - the HMSO bookshops - whe n they cannot be relea s ed until 

the Chancellor has finished his spe ech. You will see that the list 

is composed largely of accountants, ba nks, stockbrokers, consulta ncy 

firms and others who naturally like to have definitive Budget 

documents on the e vening of Budget day so that they can pre pare 

advice for clie nts overnight. 

3. Quite separately the Cha nc e llor's Office sends similar batche s 

of documents, a gain free of charge,·to a much smaller "court e sy" 

list of about 25 non- press outsiders rang fng from the TUC and CBI, 

-
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through EC and other Embassies and various High Commiss'ions, to 

the Shadow Chancellor and the Leader of the Opposition. 

Need for Economy 

4. Clearly the free provision of documents should be kept to a 

mj ni mum, particularly now that we have to pay HMSO from Treasury 

Votes for all printed material with which they · supply us and for 

the paper etc. used to produce photocopies of things like the Budget 

Speech. Although it. is hard to put exact costings on existing 

practice, to supply even 90 organi sations with just one copy .of 

each of the s peech, PEWP and FSBR would have cost us £1500 or so 

even pricing the relevant documents at las t year's cover prices. 

Proposals 

5. we have gone carefully through the lis t .at Anne x A and are 

satisfied that, provided we make alternative arrangements to ma~e 

available the re~evanr. documents on .Budget afternoon, .we should no 
longer - provide any of the organis ations concerned with material 

free of charge. 

6. Mr Chambe rs and the IDT Group have over the l a st few months been 
discussing the best way of placing on sale, on the afternoon of 

Budget Day, copies of the Budget documents . Briefly the system they 
have agreed to be f ea s ible is that, providing orders have been 

placed in advance, . organisations can continue to call at the Treasury 
to collect limited quantities of documents which will be accompanied 
by an invoice. (Charges will be HMSO cove r prices for Cmnd papers 

and the FSBR and, de pe nding on l e ngth, about £2 for the Speech and 

Snapshot/Summary taken together. ) 

7. We are satisfied that with the provjsion of alternative facilities 

for the purchase of documents, none of the organisations previ ously 

lucky enough to rec e ive free copies will have' real grounds to complain 

about the change of practice. However s ome are well - connected and 

may complain publicly - to which our response would be to stre ss the · 

nee.d -·for · ·t ·he Treasury itself to cut out unjustifiable spending. 
; . 
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8. Subject to your approval of the new system IDT propose to write . ' 

to each of the organisations at Annex A (and to about JO others 
. ' 

previously treated as part of the Press, or hith~rto refused s~pply 

of document~ ) to· notify them of the arrangements to take ef feet 

with this Budget. A draft of the kind of letter we intend to 

send is at Annex B. 

9. All the above has concerned the organisations who collect their 

documents from the Treasury. 

ments applying to those who, 

copies of Budget documents. 

we have also considered the arrange

as explained in paragraph 3, are sent 

Having regard to the practicability of 

invoicing and collecting small amounts of money from those concerned 

and to the fact that the list is a pretty irreducible minimum of 

those who ca n properly e xpect "courtesy copies 11 we have concluded 

that free provision should continue. However we p~opose to trim the 

range of documents and numbers of copies provided, particularly for 

the expensive PEWP. The proposed distri bution is at Annex c. 

Conclusions 

10. We recommend thatyou: 

(i) endorse the proposal -to end the provisi~n ~f ~ree documents · 

for the organisations listed at Annex A 

(ii) note ~he proposal to introduce new arrangements for the 

sale of docume nts and to write to the organisation concerned 

in the t e rms of the lette r at Annex B 

(iii) note the slightly reduced scale of provis ion of free 

documents to the "courtesy list" of recipients given at Annex c. 

12 · January 1981 
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DRAFT OF A LETTER TO BE SENT TO ORGANISATIONS NO LONGER TO RECEIVE 
FREE DOCUMENTS 

PROVI SION OF DOCUMcNTS AT BUDGET. ··. ~ 
.. ' 

1. Your organis ation has been one of a numbe r which 5n recent years 

has been accustome d to send a representative to the Treasury on the 

afternoon of Budget day to collect, free of charge, copies of variou~ 

Budge t documents . 

2. These arrangements have recently been reviewed in the light of 

the continuing ne e d for economy in expenditure by the Treasury as 

by other departments and with effect from the 19Sl Budget the 

provision of all Budget document$ free of charge ·~n collection will 
' . 

be ended except for members of the Press. Recognising that some 

organisations find it convenient to call at the Treasury to pick up 

documents on the afternoon of Budget day, arrangements for this 
•. 

will continue, But a charge will be made for documents provided. 

The arrangements are described below. 

3. For e ase of distribution. documents will be available in 

packets as follows:-

i. Speech, Summary/Snapshot and Press Notice s. 

ii. As above, but including the Financial Statement and Budget 

Report (the "Red Book") and all 

connection with the Budget. 

. 
Command Papers issued in 

The packets will be available in limited numbers and not more than 

two of each kind can be made available to any one organisation. 

The HMSO cover price will be charged for the ~SBR and · 

Conunand Papers. The re will be no charge for the Press Notices 

provided in the p~ckets but charges will be made for copies of 

1 
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the Speech and of the Summary/Snapshot to cover pri~ting and 

handling costs. (Assuming documents of the same leng~h as-in . ·.\ 

1980, the charge will be .about £2.00 for the Spe~~h and the 

Summary/Snapshot together.) 

4. The packets of papers will be available for collection at 

the Treasury only against advance orders. Invoices will be 

enclosed with each package issued. If you wish to continue to 

receive Budget Day documents on collection, would you please 

complete and return the attached order form as soon as possible 

(and not later than 17 February 1981). Following receipt of 

your order we will notlfy you of the precise collection point 

. from which your representative may collect the packets you have 

ordered. 

5. If you have any queries about the new arrangements 

Mr. G Haydon ._.on extens'.ion . . f-565 here-will be pleased t-o -

discuss these with you. 

S F J GODFREY 
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BUDGET DOCUMENTS: ORDER FORM 
.. 
" 

•· ' 
G Jfay~on·Esq 
90/2 
HM Treasury 

Please reserve for -------------------------------------------------

the following sets of documents on Budget Day 

packet type 1. Text of' Speech, Summary/snapshot 
and Press Notices 

packe't type 2. Text of Speech, Summary/snapshot, 

Press Notices, FSBR and command Papers 

/ No of copies 
(max. two se ts) 

I understand that an invoice will be enclosed with the documents. 
I agree to pay the amount stated on .it. 

Name --------------------------------------------------------

Position: -----------------------------~---------------------

Organisation: -----------------------------------------------

Telephone Number: -------------------------------------------

The package, addressed as above, will be available for collection from 
HM Treasury 15 minut~s after completion of the Chancellor's Speech in 
the House of Commons. Directions to the precise collecti9n point will 
be sent to you following receipt of your order. 
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ANNEX r 

Proposed practice on distribution to no:n-government, ·non-press recipients of courtesy copies of Budge t documents (addi tional to that 
g iven in lists attached to Mr Hall's minute of 27 March 1980) · 

Che cklis t/ Snapshot 
Number of copies Other Cmnd {single document 

recipient PEWP Papers FSBR Speech from 1981) PN1 Resolutions 

NEDO 3 3 3 3 3 

CBI Z* 3 3 3 3 3 

TUC Z* 3 3 3 3 3 

Conservative Research Department 2 3 3 3 ' 3 3 

Canadian, Australian, NZ, High . 13 13 13 13 13 
Commissions; EC, Japanese & US 
Embassies 

C!iair man Conservative Finance 
Committee 1 1 1 1 1 

Cle rk TCSC l l 1 1 1 

Chairman TCSC 1 1 l 1 1 

Chairman PAC 1 1 1 

Mr Speaker 1 · 1 1 

Leader of Opposition 1 l 1 1 1 

Shadow Chancellor 1 . 1 1 1 1 
': 

c · ·:rman ffiSF 1 1 1 l 1 

~· 
i 
J .. 

~· 





BUDGET - SECRET 

BUDGET DAY PRESS NOTICE 

INCOME TAX AND INDIRECT TAX: THE MAIN PROPOSALS 

INCOME TAX: ILLUSTRATIVE TABLES 

The Income Tax Proposals 

1. In his statement today , the Chancellor announced 

increases in income tax allowances and higher rate bands 

which go [well] beyond those needed to compensate for 

inflation over the past year. 

2. The Chancellor proposes an across-the-board increase of around 

14 per cent in the main 

higher rate thresholds . 

higher than the increase 

personal allowances and in the 

This is some 8 ~ percentage points 

required by the indexation 

provisions in the Fina nce 

are set out in Table 13 

Act 1980. The indexed figures 

attached [and also in an Order 

made today by the Treasury (Statutory Instrument ]) 

as required by S.24(9) of the Finance Act 1980}. 

3. The Chancellor's proposals in detail are as follows :-

(i) main personal allowances 

Single person 's 
allowance (and wife' s 
earned income relief) 

Married man's 
allowance 

Age allowance (single ) 
,. ll (married) 

Additional personal 
allowance and widows 
b ereavement allowance 

1 

1982-83 
level 

£ 

1 ,565 

2 , 445 

2 ,0 70 

3, 29 5 

880 

Proposed 
increase 

£ 

220 

350 

290 

460 

130 

1983-84 
proposed level 

£ 

1,78 5 

2, 79 5 

2,360 

3,755 

1,0 10 



.. 



BUDGET - SECRET 

(ii) rates and rate bands 

Rate of 
tax 

% 

30 
40 
45 
50 
55 
60 

1982-83 
taxable income 

E 

0-12,800 
12,801-15,100 
15,101-19,100 
19,101-25,300 
25,301-31,500 

over 31,500 

Proposed increase 
in starting point 

E 

1 , 8 00 
2 I 100 
2,700 
3,600 
4,500 

1983-84 
taxable income 

E 

0-14,600 
14,601-17,200 
17,201-21,800 
21,801-28, 900 
28,901-36,000 

over 36,000 

(iii) An increase from £.6,250 to £7,100 in the threshold 

for the investment income surcharge . 

(iv) An increase fr om £6,700 to £7,600 in the age 

allowance income limit. 

4. The revenue cost of the main income tax ? roposals will be 

some £2 billion in 1983-84 and £2t in a full year: that is 

some E1.2 billion in 1982-83 and £1! billion in a full year 

over the cost of implementing the statutory indexation 

provisions. 

5. Budget tax reductions (including any tax overpaid since 

6 April) should be reflected in pay packets o n the first pay 

day after [5 May]. The proposed changes in allowances will 

be worth £2.02 a week for a marr ied man and £1.27 a week for 

a single taxpayer or working wife when liable at the basic 

rate only. The effects of the changes on indivi dual tax9ayers 

are more fully illustrated in the tables described in 

paragraphs (6-10] below. 

(Section on The Indirect Tax Proposals] 

Income Tax: Illustrative Tables '· . 

6. The attached tables 1 to 5 show the effects of the changes 

in income tax proposed in the Budget on single and married 

taxpayers at different levels of income. There are seoarate 

2 
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tables for elder ly people benefiting from the increases in 

the age allowance and in the age allowance income limit. 

Tables 4 and 5 give the information in the form of a weekly 

instead of annua l incomes at levels up to E350 a week. 

7. Tab les 6 and 7 show the weekly net income of single and 

married taxpayers, and families with two chi ldren , after 

taking account of the increases in National Insurance 

contributions and Child Benefit. 

8. Tables 8 and 9 illustrate the effect of the income tax 

changes after taking account of the effects of [illust~ative increases 

in earnings] between 1982-83 and 1983-84: Table 8 shows incomes 

after tax for single people and married men on the strictlv 

illustrative assumption that earnings for 1982-83 rise by 

6! per cent over earnings in 1982-83 (the assumption made 

by the Government Actuary in his report on the Social Security 

(Contributions) Bill). Table 9 gives figures on the same 

basis but taking account of changes in national insurance 

contributions (for contracted-in and contracted-out) as well 

as changes in income tax. 

9. Table 10 includes the effect of child benefit for a 

married couple with two children, and .Tables 11 and 12 show 

changes in the net weekly income of a married couole where 

both partners are earning~ 

10. The tables assume that income is all earned, but the 

figures are unchanged where the incomes shown (except for 

wife's income in Tables 11 and 12) are taken to include 

investment income not exceeding £6,250 (the investment income 

surcharge threshold f or 1982-83). Except for Tables 11 and 12, 

the illustrative tables for married cou~les assume the wife 

has no earned income. 

3 
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